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Abstract

We conduct a �eld experiment on a movie-recommendation platform to identify if and
how recommendations a�ect consumption. We use within-consumer randomization at the
good level and elicit beliefs about unconsumed goods to disentangle exposure from informa-
tional e�ects. We �nd recommendations increase consumption beyond its role in exposing
goods to consumers. We provide support for an informational mechanism: recommendations
a�ect consumers’ beliefs, which in turn explain consumption. Recommendations reduce un-
certainty about goods consumers are most uncertain about and induce information acquisi-
tion. Our results highlight the importance of recommender systems’ informational role when
considering policies targeting these systems in online marketplaces.
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1. Introduction
Recommendation systems are nearly ubiquitous in the digital economy. They have a wide set
of applications ranging from e-commerce to curation feeds on social media platforms to cultural
goods on streaming platforms such as Spotify and Net�ix, and to the articles served on news
platforms. The ubiquity of these systems has raised a large number of economic and social ques-
tions about the in�uence that they have on consumption choices and online marketplaces, which
has spurred a number of legislative initiatives targeting these systems.1 This has motivated re-
searchers to explore how recommender systems in�uence aggregate consumption choices (Fleder
and Hosanagar, 2009), the antitrust implications of their power to steer consumption choices
(Hagiu and Jullien, 2011; De Corniere and Taylor, 2019; Aridor and Gonçalves, 2022) and the con-
sequences of the dynamic interaction between consumers and these systems (Chaney, Stewart
and Engelhardt, 2018).

A key assumption that researchers need to make in order to speak about these broader issues is
how recommendations in�uence consumer choices and there have been a variety of approaches
taken to model this link. However, despite this being a crucial input to guide modeling choices and
to assess the impact of policies targeting these systems, it has proved challenging to disentangle
the mechanisms that drive the in�uence of such systems.

In this paper, we analyze data from a pre-registered �eld experiment we conducted on a movie-
recommendation platform, MovieLens, in order to identify the causal e�ect these systems have
on consumption, as well as the mechanisms that drive their in�uence. We �nd recommendations
signi�cantly drive up consumption beyond mere exposure e�ects. Furthermore, after establishing
that higher expected quality and lower uncertainty about quality are associated with greater
consumption probability, we provide causal evidence that recommendations impact beliefs and
induce further information acquisition.

We propose a theoretical framework in which recommendation impacts consumption through
two main channels: it forces consideration of a good (exposure) and provides information about
its idiosyncratic quality (information). Consumers make a sequence of choices over a set of expe-
rience goods about whose idiosyncratic quality they are uncertain. As in many settings in which
recommender systems are deployed, the feasible set is large and at any given point consumers
may not consider all goods available. Recommendation of a good can then steer behavior by
rendering it part of the consideration set, thereby naturally increasing the likelihood it is chosen
Additionally, recommendation also provides information, a signal about the good’s idiosyncratic
1The European Union and the United Kingdom have focused on legislation targeting algorithms (CMA, 2021) and
arti�cial intelligence speci�cally (e.g. https://artificialintelligenceact.eu ) with signi�cant portions of
this legislation directly targeting recommender systems (e.g. see Schwemer (2021)).
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quality. Then, this informational channel operates through a�ecting consumers’ beliefs about
goods’ quality.

There are two main challenges in identifying the causal e�ect of recommendations on consump-
tion and decomposing the relevant mechanisms that guide our experimental design.

The �rst challenge refers to identifying the causal impact of recommendations on consumption.
For this, it is necessary to be able to compare outcomes between goods that are equally likely
to be credibly recommended. In our intervention, we generate a control, set-aside group, and
a recommendation group of recommendable goods that are ex-ante equally likely to be recom-
mended. We do this through within-subject, good-level block randomization by exploiting the
recommendation system’s estimate of consumer-speci�c quality — which guides the preexisting
recommendation algorithm. This enables us to compare consumption frequency holding �xed
not only the likelihood of recommendation, but also idiosyncratic consumer quality.

The second main challenge is to disentangle exposure from informational e�ects of recommen-
dation. We study the informational e�ects of recommendations both by examining how it im-
pacts beliefs relative to otherwise ex-ante identical non-recommended goods, and how it a�ects
consumption beyond mere exposure. In our experimental intervention, we elicit beliefs about
unconsumed goods’ quality. A byproduct of this elicitation is that it makes consumers consider
the good, without providing the informational content of recommendation. As a result, we lever-
age this within our experimental design and, through our block randomization, we create a third
exposure-only group of goods. Both goods in the exposure-only and recommendation groups are
utilized for belief elicitation, but only those in the latter are selected for recommendation. We
rely on this additional variation both to decompose the e�ects of exposure and information on
consumption and examine the impact of recommendation on consumers’ beliefs.

Our experiment is conducted on a movie-recommendation platform. The platform we conduct
the study on is noncommercial and devoted to producing helpful recommendations (it does not
host movies), ensuring there are no confounding strategic aspects arising from potential mis-
alignment of preferences between consumers and the platform. The platform also features open-
sourced data and algorithm implementation, and its data constitutes a central benchmark in the
recommender system community for the development and evaluation of new recommender sys-
tem algorithms, used in thousands of papers.2 While our experiment is in the movie domain,
the hypotheses are grounded on a general theoretical framework of consumer decision-making
in environments where recommendation systems are typically deployed. We believe the core
2Two recent examples in economics are Chen et al. (2010) and Rossi (2021). However, the vast majority of papers
using the data rely on the resulting ratings dataset to evaluate the performance of new recommendation system
algorithms (see Harper and Konstan (2015) for an overview).
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mechanisms of exposure and information are similar across many environments such as content
on Instagram, music on Spotify, or articles on Google News.

The experimental intervention is simple: we generate random variation in recommendations in
order to study its causal e�ect on consumption, and we elicit belief data about good quality prior
to consumption to examine the underlying mechanisms. We partition each user’s pre-experiment
top 750 recommended movies into three groups: recommendation, exposure-only, and control. For
a period of six months, we track movie consumption and recommendation of over 1,000 users,
and elicit their beliefs through periodic surveys. During the experimental intervention only goods
from the recommendation group show up in recommendations and we elicit beliefs about goods
from both the exposure-only and recommendation group. In order to assess the causal e�ect of
recommendation on beliefs, we elicit beliefs about a good both before and after recommenda-
tion/exposure. We compare the fraction of goods consumed across groups, how beliefs map to
consumption, and how these beliefs are impacted by exposure and recommendations.

Our �rst main �nding is that recommendation induces a signi�cant increase in consumption. The
experimental design isolates the role of consideration through comparison between exposed and
non-exposed goods and we show it plays a meaningful role. However, the quantitative magnitude
of the di�erence in consumption between recommendation and exposure indicates that recom-
mendations impact consumption well beyond the consideration channel. Under our preferred
speci�cation we �nd that exposure alone leads to a 0.2 p.p. increase in consumption relative to a
baseline of 1.2 p.p. consumption of goods in the control group. In contrast, recommendation leads
to a 1.8 p.p. increase in consumption relative to the control group, indicating recommendation
nearly doubles the probability of consumption relative to exposure alone.

Our second set of results highlights the relevance of the informational e�ects of recommenda-
tions. We examine if and how beliefs relate to consumption and recommendations a�ect beliefs.
We observe that elicited beliefs explain consumption, with higher expected quality and lower
uncertainty about a movie’s quality being strongly associated with higher probability of its con-
sumption. Then, we �nd that, when prior uncertainty is high, recommending a good lowers
uncertainty about its quality and drives their expectations about quality closer to the platform’s
prediction. In other words, there is little scope for information provision to play a role if the con-
sumer is already very certain of a good’s quality; it is then when the consumer is more uncertain
that recommendations’ informational impact is most signi�cant. This is the case even when con-
trolling for additional information acquisition, such as visiting the details page on the platform,
indicating that either the platform’s recommendation and the provision of user-speci�c rating
induces a shift in beliefs. Our test is conservative since we only observe beliefs after recommen-
dation if recommendation does not shift beliefs enough to induce consumption.
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Recommendations also promote additional information acquisition by consumers. Recommend-
ing goods not only informs consumers of their match value, but also reduces the cost of acquiring
information on their details. Examining platform logs, we show that recommendation increases
the probability of visiting a good’s detail page by 4.5 p.p. relative to a baseline of 1.2 p.p., while ex-
posure has the same estimated visit probability as the control group. This additional information
acquisition in�uences consumers’ beliefs, both reducing uncertainty and moving the expected
quality closer to the platform-predicted quality, with larger magnitudes than those estimated for
the unconditional e�ect of recommendation. These results point to recommendation having a
smaller, though sizeable, direct impact on consumer beliefs as well as an e�ect mediated through
spurring further information acquisition. Overall, our results provide support for an informa-
tional mechanism whereby recommendation provides information which in�uences beliefs that
then in�uences consumption.

Our last set of results concerns the dynamic implications of consumption and recommendation
through information spillover e�ects. In our theoretical framework, learning about a good’s qual-
ity also informs the consumer about the quality of similar goods. A unique aspect of our setting
is that we have a rich, high-dimensional dataset of good-speci�c attributes derived from content
tags on the platform which enables us to have a precise measurement of good similarity. Using
this, we document that there is a strong and robust correlation between movie similarity and be-
liefs. We �nd evidence for informational spillovers from consumption, but observe none arising
from recommendations.

In summary, this paper shows that (i) recommendations determiningly a�ect consumption de-
cisions, (ii) recommendations a�ect consumers’ beliefs which in turn guide consumption, and
that (iii) recommendations cause a greater propensity to acquire further information on recom-
mended goods. Additionally, we establish the spatial correlation of beliefs and provide suggestive
evidence on the existence of informational spillover e�ects from consumption.

These results have important implications for policy and societal considerations surrounding
these systems. First, a large theoretical literature has spawned motivated by antitrust considera-
tions of such systems in digital markets (Hagiu and Jullien, 2011; De Corniere and Taylor, 2019;
Aridor and Gonçalves, 2022; Calvano et al., 2022). Our results highlight that the informational role
played by such systems is �rst-order in modeling their impact and for evaluating policy interven-
tions. Second, the documented spatial correlation in beliefs suggests the importance of dynamics
in evaluation not just in terms of algorithmic confounding,3 but also in terms of an analogous
feedback loop on the consumer side. In particular, our results imply that recommendations im-
3That is, recommendation algorithms a�ect consumption which in turn a�ects the resulting data used to train the
recommendation algorithm and in�uences future recommendations, as in Chaney, Stewart and Engelhardt (2018).
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pact current consumption, which reduces uncertainty about similar goods, thereby increasing
the probability of consuming these in the future. Thus, when measuring the e�ects of proposed
policy interventions it is important to characterize not just their immediate impact, but also the
future changes on consumption, especially in contexts where recommendation is optimized for
�rm pro�tability and not only consumer welfare.

Related Work

This paper contributes to a burgeoning literature on recommender systems and the impact of
recommendations.

Evidence on the impact of recommender systems. A recent literature has examined whether
recommendation systems impact consumption patterns. Senecal and Nantel (2004), Das et al.
(2007), Freyne et al. (2009), Zhou, Khemmarat and Gao (2010), Claussen, Peukert and Sen (2019),
Holtz et al. (2020), and Donnelly, Kanodia and Morozov (2022) show that recommendation mean-
ingfully impacts consumption patterns on hypothetical choices in a lab experiment, Google News,
a social network, a news website, YouTube, Spotify, and Wayfair respectively. An important ques-
tion raised in the literature is not just if recommended goods are more likely to be consumed, but
also whether they change the type of goods consumed. Speci�cally, existing work has studied the
implications of recommender systems for individual consumption diversity (Fleder and Hosana-
gar, 2009; Nguyen et al., 2014), as well as aggregate consumption diversity (Van Alstyne and
Brynjolfsson, 2005; Brynjolfsson, Hu and Simester, 2011; Hosanagar et al., 2013; Lee and Hosana-
gar, 2019; Holtz et al., 2020; Donnelly, Kanodia and Morozov, 2022), with relevant implications
for market competition and product variety, as well as the emergence of �lter bubbles and echo
chambers supporting opinion polarization. Furthermore, the existence and importance of spatial
correlation in beliefs has been explored in the context of consumer search by Hodgson and Lewis
(2019).

Our paper di�ers from these both by identifying the e�ect of recommendations on consumption
via good-level randomization and by examining the mechanisms through which recommendation
operates. For instance, a typical approach is to compare consumption in a personalized recom-
mendation system to a popularity ranking, making it di�cult to discern whether di�erences are
due to information or exposure, as well as resulting in a treatment group with systematically
higher idiosyncratic quality relative to the control group. Our experimental design resolves this
concern by having a control and an exposure-only group of goods that would have been recom-
mended, while the beliefs data we collect allows us to explain why recommendations may in-
�uence consumption — crucial for understanding how recommendation in�uences consumption
diversity. Finally, the beliefs data allows us to directly measure spatial correlation and spillovers
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in beliefs as opposed to inferring it from an economic model.

Theoretical work on recommender systems. The importance of understanding mechanisms
is further highlighted by the literature that studies the economic implications of recommendation
systems on competition and antitrust issues. One line of theoretical work models recommenda-
tion as primarily forcing consideration of certain items, so that recommendation provides little
informational value beyond this (Armstrong, Vickers and Zhou, 2009; Hagiu and Jullien, 2011;
De Corniere and Taylor, 2019; Bourreau and Gaudin, 2022).4 Another class of models conceives
recommendations as directly providing Bayesian consumers with information on the match-value
of products in order to shift their beliefs and therefore the items they consume (Bergemann and
Ozmen, 2006; Che and Hörner, 2017; Aridor and Gonçalves, 2022; Lee and Wright, 2021; Lee, 2022;
Calvano et al., 2022). Our paper directly allows us to understand the importance of each of these
mechanisms in driving the in�uence of recommender systems, which is important for guiding
modeling assumptions within this policy-relevant literature.

Advertising. Finally, there is a connection between the mechanisms driving the role of recom-
mendation systems and advertising in consumer choice. There is a vast literature on the eco-
nomics of advertising, but, as several examples that align with the mechanisms we consider,
some (e.g. Honka, Hortaçsu and Vitorino, 2017; Tsai and Honka, 2021) argue that advertising in
U.S. banking and television ads acts through an exposure/consideration channel, and others (e.g.
Grossman and Shapiro, 1984; Meurer and Stahl II, 1994; Ackerberg, 2003; Sahni and Nair, 2020) fo-
cus on its informational e�ects. While there are similarities in the underlying mechanisms, they
target distinct aspects of the consumer choice process, are generated using di�erent methods
and by agents with di�ering incentives. Recommendation systems aggregate consumer data on a
platform to provide predictions for multiple goods present on the platform, while advertisements
are aimed at persuading consumers to purchase one good or goods from one brand.

2. Framework and Hypotheses

2.1. Framework

In this section, we lay out our theoretical framework which guides the hypotheses that our ex-
periment will test. Our experiment will allow us to test both assumptions and implications of the
model.
4See Cheung and Masatlioglu (2021) for a recent decision-theoretic approach to modeling recommendation’s impact
on choice based on consideration.
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Consumers. At each period t = 0,1, ..., consumer i makes a sequence of consumption choices
{ci,t}t, in which the consumer chooses a good from a �nite set of goods X or takes an outside
option. Each good x is fully described by its attributes, which take value in A ⊂Rn, where A is
compact. We denote goods consumed up to time t by consumer i by Ci,t := {ci,` ∈ X ,`≤ t} and
assume that consumers choose each good at most once.

Quality and Consumers’ Beliefs. The quality of a good for consumer i speci�es an idiosyn-
cratic match value, qi : A → R. In many environments in which recommendation systems are
deployed, the goods are experience goods. We assume consumers are uncertain about how they
map attributes to quality, with qi being drawn from the space of sample paths of a Gaussian pro-
cess with a continuous prior mean function qb

i : A → R and a symmetric, positive semi-de�nite
covariance function σb

i : A ×A → R such that σb
i (x, x′) is continuous. This induces Gaussian

beliefs about quality: for any �nite set of goods, A ⊆ A , their quality is jointly normally dis-
tributed, with mean (qb

i (x))x∈A and covariance matrix Σi,A with element (x, x′) given by σi(x, x′).
We further assume consumers believe that similar goods have similar quality, that is, σb

i (x, x′) is
nonnegative and decreasing in the distance between the goods, ‖x− x′‖. This implies that learn-
ing about a good’s quality is more informative about that of more similar goods (goods closer in
the attribute space) than of goods with very dissimilar attributes.

Consideration and Exposure. Consumers may not consider all goods at a given time. In other
words, at time t, consumer i considers a subset of available goods, and their consideration set
is denoted by Γi,t. The discrepancy between Γi,t and X may arise because consumers may have
limited working memory and therefore consider only a limited subset of available goods or are
unaware of which goods are available for consumption and form their consideration set through
potentially costly search.

Recommender systems manipulate consideration sets by exposing consumers to some goods,
thereby forcing them to consider them. We consider such manipulations through exposure and
write e i,x,t = 1 to denote the situation in which the recommender system forces exposure of
consumer i to good x at time t. Naturally, exposure implies consideration — e i,x,t = 1=⇒ x ∈Γi,t

— but the converse does not hold in general: consumers may consider goods that they are not
exposed to on the recommendation platform.

Learning and Recommendation. We allow for consumers to acquire (potentially costly) in-
formation about qi(x) prior to consuming the good. Recommender systems typically provide
information through various channels prior to consumption by providing a noisy estimate qp

i (x)

about the quality of a subset of items — e.g. by featuring these as being of high potential qual-
ity (‘top picks for you’) or by providing consumer-speci�c predicted quality — directly through
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the inferences consumers make from having the good be explicitly recommended or by lowering
the cost of information acquisition for some goods. We denote a recommendation of good x to
consumer i at time t by r i,t,x = 1 and, for simplicity, information is modeled as a Gaussian signal
that is centered on qi(x). Finally, upon consuming a good, consumer i learns its quality qi(x).

Choice. Consumer i evaluates quality according to an increasing and concave utility function
ui : R→ R, capturing the consumer’s attitudes toward uncertainty. We assume that the utility
associated with the outside option available at time t, ui(o), is distributed according to some
distribution F , independently from qi(x) and across periods, and known to the consumer prior
to making their choice at t. Then, given their information at time t, consumer i at time t chooses
to maximize current expected utility, i.e.

ci,t ∈ arg max
y∈Γi,t∪{o}

Et[ui(y)].

2.2. Hypotheses

As our framework points out, recommender systems a�ect consumption directly through two
mechanisms: exposure of consumers to a good and recommendation of that good. Note that if
good x is recommended to consumer i, then consumer i is also exposed to it, that is, r i,x,t =
1 =⇒ e i,x,t = 1, and therefore, the good is considered, (e i,x,t = 1 =⇒ x ∈ Γi,t). This motivates
our �rst hypothesis, which distinguishes between the e�ect of recommendation and exposure on
consumption:

Hypothesis 1 (Impact of Recommender Systems on Consumption) (1) Exposure to a good
increases the likelihood of its consumption relative to no exposure. (2) Recommendation of a good
increases the likelihood of its consumption relative to simple exposure.

We then turn to examining the mechanisms through which recommendation acts on consump-
tion. Underlying our theoretical framework is the assumption that recommendation a�ects con-
sumption by a�ecting consumers’ beliefs, which, in turn, explain consumption patterns. In par-
ticular, one would expect that consumers are more likely to choose goods they believe have a
higher expected quality, qi,x,t := Et[qi(x)], which in our framework corresponds to utility being
increasing in quality. On the other hand, if consumers are uncertainty averse (concave utility),
then, all else equal, they are more likely to choose goods about whose quality they are less un-
certain. Our second hypothesis summarizes these predictions:

Hypothesis 2 (Beliefs Explain Consumption) The likelihood of consuming a good increases in
expected quality and decreases in uncertainty.
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If consumption is driven by consumers’ beliefs, then the informational impact of recommenda-
tions can be assessed by studying how recommendations a�ect consumers’ beliefs. In our theo-
retical framework we assumed that the recommendation of good x to consumer i at a given time
provides a noisy signal of the true quality, that is, qp

i,x,t = qi(x)+εi,x,p, where εi,x,p ∼ N(0,σ2
i,x,p).

This leads not only to the consumer to be more certain about the quality of good x but — owing
to the normality structure of the setting — also drives their expected quality toward the signal.5

We will term such signal the platform’s predicted quality. We then posit the following:

Hypothesis 3 (Impact of Recommendations on Beliefs) Recommendation of a good (1) de-
creases the uncertainty relative to the good’s quality, and (2) drives consumers’ expected quality
toward the platform’s predicted quality.

Finally, we consider the e�ects of spatial correlation. One key feature of our model is that beliefs
about goods’ quality are correlated across the attribute space:

Hypothesis 4 (Beliefs’ Spatial Correlation) The distance between two goods’ attributes is cor-
related with consumers’ beliefs about the goods’ quality, in particular, (1) consumers’ expected qual-
ity, and (2) uncertainty associated to the goods’ quality.

This suggests that information about a good’s quality impacts beliefs about other goods’ quality
di�erentially, depending on their location on the attribute space. Speci�cally, information about
a particular good’s quality is more informative about the quality of more similar goods. Since
both consumption and recommendation of a good provide information, this implies our next
prediction:

Hypothesis 5 (Information Spillover E�ects) (1) Consumption of a good decreases uncertainty
more for goods closer in attributes. (2) Recommendation of a good decreases uncertainty more for
goods closer in attributes.

3. Experimental Design
In order to study whether and how recommender systems impact consumption we rely on an
experimental intervention on a movie recommendation online platform, MovieLens. Our inter-
vention has two main features: (i) we generate random variation in recommendations in order to
5Note that, while we left search and information acquisition unspeci�ed to focus attention on the main features
of the model, whether recommendation acts through direct information provision or by reducing costs to acquire
information would lead to similar predictions in this setting, even if with potentially di�erent magnitudes. Indeed,
our setting we will be able to quantify the magnitudes of a subset of the di�erent channels.
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study its causal e�ect on consumption, and (ii) we elicit belief data about good quality prior to
consumption to examine the mechanisms through which recommendation acts. In this section
we provide background information on the platform and describe our experimental procedures.

3.1. Background on the Recommendation Platform

MovieLens is a movie-recommendation platform created in 1997 in which consumers can obtain
information about movies as well as personalized movie recommendations based on their ratings.
The platform has since been widely used as a movie discovery platform by consumers, and the
resulting data on movie ratings is a central benchmark in the recommender system community
for the evaluation of new recommender system algorithms, used in thousands of papers in this
literature.6

The platform’s home page displays movies organized by categories in rows, with the very �rst
showing eight ‘top picks’, the platform’s top recommended movies for the user. Movies are set
in a grid fashion, with their poster, title, and the platform-predicted rating for the user.7 When
hovering over a movie title, users see the genres of the movies, the predicted rating according
to the recommendation algorithm, and the number and average of community ratings for the
movie. Rows following the �rst correspond to recent releases, and other categories of potential
interest (e.g. ‘favorites from the past year’ or ‘new additions’).

The platform is mainly used as a movie discovery tool; it does not provide consumption opportu-
nities (it does not host movies to stream nor does it direct users to other platforms). Consumers
periodically use the platform to �nd movies to watch and rate them after watching. As the plat-
form is free to use and noncommercial, users have no reason to not truthfully report their ratings
as it is in their bene�t to provide the platform with truthful information in order to get the best
possible recommendations. If a user clicks into the movie page they have access to detailed infor-
mation about the movie, including its trailer, synopsis, cast, tags associated with the movie (Vig,
Sen and Riedl, 2012), and similar movies.

The recommendation system used by the platform is of high quality and ideal from both a user
and a researcher perspective for several reasons. First, the underlying training data is of high
quality, since a subset of the underlying ratings data is open source and used as a benchmark
dataset for the evaluation of new algorithms for such systems. Second, the set of algorithms used
are also open source and constitute canonical implementations of widely used item-item or SVD
6For instance, the search expression “MovieLens dataset” or “MovieLens data” returns over 9,000 entries on Google
Scholar, whereas “Net�ix dataset” or “Net�ix data” — which includes both proprietary data and the public access
Net�ix data associated to Net�ix open competition for the best collaborative �ltering algorithm to predict user
ratings for �lms — returns less than half the number of entries.

7Screenshots of the platform’s interface are included in the Appendix D.
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collaborative �ltering algorithms (see Ekstrand et al., 2011). Third, the noncommercial aspect of
the platform ensures that the recommendation system is designed to maximize consumer welfare
as opposed to considering platform pro�tability.

3.2. Experimental Intervention

The platform provides a natural setting to test our hypotheses. We take ratings as a measure of
realized good quality and the platform’s predicted rating as a noisy signal; we will use the terms
rating and quality interchangeably. We take the platform’s ‘top picks’ category as a recommen-
dation of the speci�c goods listed there. To understand how consumers’ beliefs about expected
quality are a�ected by recommendation, we incorporate a regular survey on the platform to elicit
this data.

We identify the e�ect of recommendations by inducing exogenous randomness and comparing
outcomes for recommended goods to those which would otherwise be recommended. At the start
of the experiment, consumer i’s 3N goods (not previously consumed) with highest platform-
predicted quality are split into three sets: a control set X i,C , an exposure-only set X i,E , and a
recommendation set X i,R . We elicit beliefs about quality only for goods in the exposure-only
set (X i,E) and the recommendation set (X i,R), and we restrict recommendations to goods in the
latter. So as to have recommendations of goods in the recommended set to be meaningful while
N to be large, we set N = 250.

In order to enable us to identify the e�ects of recommendations, the control, exposure-only, and
recommendation sets are consumer-speci�c and constructed by strati�ed block randomization
in a manner that controls for consumer’s idiosyncratic quality assessment. Speci�cally, we as-
sign the n-th, (n+1)-th, and (n+2)-th goods with highest platform predicted quality and match
these one-to-one with X i,C , X i,E , and X i,R uniformly at random. Note it is not possible to elicit
beliefs about a good’s quality without exposing the consumer to such a good. We leverage the
unavoidable consequence of belief elicitation implying exposure to identify the e�ect of exposure
by comparing outcomes for goods in the exposure-only set and those in the control set.

Every day the consumer enters the platform, we elicit their beliefs about the quality of 10 goods
not previously consumed by time t through a survey.8 Following the completion of the survey,
the consumer is taken to the platform’s home page, in which they are presented with a set of
8 goods that are recommended (their ‘top picks’). Letting t denote the time of the t-th belief
elicitation, the following procedure summarizes how we choose the goods for belief elicitation
and recommendation.

8The survey can be deferred to the following visit to the platform. The set of platform recommendations remains
the same until the survey is completed.
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Procedure 1 (Belief Elicitation and Recommendation)

Step 1. Elicit which goods were consumed since t−1 and remove consumed goods from the control,
exposure-only, and recommendation sets: X i,`,t := X i,`\ Ci,t, `= C,E,R.

Step 2. Generate a new sorting for each of the resulting sets by platform-predicted quality plus i.i.d.
Gaussian noise.

Step 3. For each ` = E,R, de�ne Si,`,t as a selection of 2 of from the �rst 8 goods in X i,`,t, drawn
uniformly at random.

Step 4. Elicit beliefs on 10 goods: the 4 in Si,E,t and Si,R,t, those in Si,E,t−1 and Si,R,t−1 (for t ≥ 2),
and the remaining being drawn uniformly at random from other goods in X i,E,t.

Step 5. Recommend the �rst 8 goods in X i,R,t (including Si,R,t) as per the sorting generated in 2.

Our sampling procedure generates exogenous variation both on the goods which are recom-
mended and those about which beliefs are elicited. Since, absent an intervention, the 8 goods
with highest platform-predicted quality are recommended, recommending the top 8 goods from
the recommendation set according to noisy predicted quality (Steps 2 and 5) allows us to retain
platform credibility by having meaningful recommendations while exogenously varying which
goods are recommended.9,10 As recommended goods are of high predicted quality, our sampling
procedure elicits beliefs on goods of similar predicted quality in the exposure-only set (Step 3).
This, together with having beliefs about goods being elicited in two subsequent periods (Step 4),
enables us to identify how recommendations impact beliefs. Finally, by randomly selecting two
goods from the exposure-only set to elicit beliefs on (Step 4), we are able to learn consumers’
beliefs about goods on a broader subset of the attribute space.

3.3. Measurements

In this section we provide details on belief data and elicitation, consumption measurement, at-
tribute space, and search patterns.

Beliefs about Quality. In order to elicit consumers’ beliefs about quality, they are asked to �ll
out a survey whenever they return to the platform.
9In particular, the variance of the additive noise was set to generate enough variation in the set of presented movies,
without compromising the platform’s necessity of keeping recommendations meaningful for the consumers. In
consultation with the platform’s experts, variance of Gaussian additive noise was set to .2.

10In order to validate that recommendations retained credibility, we conduct a di�erence-in-di�erences analysis
between the set of targeted users that opted into the study versus those that opted not to participate. We �nd no
evidence that the consumption rate of the opted in consumers was lower than those who opted not to be in the
experiment.
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In the survey, we elicit beliefs about the quality of 10 movies, selected according to the procedure
described in Section 3.2. For each of the 10 selected movies, the consumer is asked whether or
not they had watched it. The survey needed to be complete to be submitted. The survey interface
matches closely the platform’s interface for ratings, except in omitting the predicted rating and
not displaying additional information other than the name and movie poster.11 Additionally,
unlike on the homepage, it is not possible for the consumer to either hover over or click into
the details page in order to acquire additional information on the good. If they have declared to
have watched it, we elicit their rating — corresponding to qi,x, the idiosyncratic realized quality
— and an approximate date of when they watched it. If they declare not to have watched it, we
elicit their expected rating, which we will denote as expected quality, based on the movie poster,
corresponding to qb

i,x,t on the same scale as used to rate movies in the platform (a 10-point Likert
scale). We also ask how certain they are of their reported expected rating on a 5-point Likert scale,
which we standardize to the unit interval and take as a measure of uncertaintyσb

i,x,t ∈ [0,1], where
higher values are associated with higher uncertainty about the expected rating.

We assume belief data was truthfully reported. While the survey was not incentivized, consumers
do not have an incentive to misreport since the platform is non-commercial — there are no strate-
gic aspects to the interaction between the platform and the consumers — and helping the platform
improve on its recommendation system is in the consumers’ own interest.

The analysis of the belief data provides assurance that the belief data is internally consistent
and consistent with the consumers’ behavior on the platform. In Appendix A, we show that (i)
consumers’ expected quality on average equals the realized quality rating they provide after con-
sumption, and (ii) the distance between consumers’ expected and realized quality is increasing in
our uncertainty measure. We also show that (iii) uncertainty about expected quality is decreas-
ing in the movie’s popularity — proxied by number of community ratings — and on whether the
movie is a sequel or part of a franchise.

Good Consumption. The platform is primarily used for good discovery and there is no direct
observation of consumption. We rely on two proxies, a consumption survey and the timing of
ratings.

The most natural proxy for consumption is to rely on ratings that consumers input on the platform
to determine what is consumed and when. We call this �rst measure ‘Rating’. One possible
concern is that the rating does not refer to a recent experience.

We construct a more robust measure of consumption by relying on two elements to obtain an
approximate date of consumption: a consumption survey and the belief elicitation survey. The
11See Appendix D for interface screenshots.
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consumption survey is presented just before every instance of the belief elicitation survey and
allows us to directly track consumption during our intervention. The consumer is asked whether
they have watched any movie since they were last on the platform. The consumer can search
for the movie as they can on the platform and a number of options appear. If the consumer
declares they have seen a movie, they need to rate the movie and provide an approximate date of
when they watched it. The belief elicitation survey itself also requires the consumer to input an
approximate consumption date.

Based on these elements, we construct our restrictive consumption measure. It determines a
consumer watched a movie at time t if the movie was rated at time t and had been previously
marked unwatched, or if the approximate consumption date provided in the survey was time t.
We call this second measure ‘Robust’.

Attribute Space. A unique aspect of our setting and the MovieLens platform in particular is that
we have a rich, high-dimensional attribute space that comes from the tag genome. Each good x
is associated with a vector of attributes in Rn that uniquely identify the movie; for reliability, x
is required to have at least 50 community ratings.12 The usefulness and details about how these
tags are constructed is discussed extensively in Vig, Sen and Riedl (2012).

We report our �ndings using the Euclidean distance on the (exogeneously de�ned) attribute space,
similar to previous studies that have used this data (Nguyen et al., 2014). Our results are qualita-
tively robust to considering cosine ‘distance,’ a notion of attribute (dis)similarity commonly used
in the literature.13

We sample several movies and report the three most similar movies to these to highlight our
similarity measure accords with intuition. For instance, the three most similar movies to John
Wick are John Wick: Chapter Two, The Equalizer, and John Wick: Chapter Three. The three most
similar movies to Lady Bird are Booksmart, Eighth Grade, and Wildlife. In Appendix B, we provide
evidence on the validity of the attribute space by showing that indeed sequels and franchises are
closer to each other than to other movies.

Search Patterns. We document when consumers acquire further information about a good on
the platform. For this, we use consumers’ granular on-platform search data and encode visits
to each movie’s details page as for the purpose of acquiring information when these occur not
within 30 minutes prior to rating the movie or after having rated the movie. This ensures we are
12For each good, each of the 1128 tags is attributed a relevance score, from 0 to 1, and an irrelevance score, with a

good being described by the vector of relevance and irrelevance scores, normalized to have Euclidean norm of 1,
i.e. ‖x‖ = 1. Missing tag-relevance measures are imputed utilizing machine-learning techniques; the underlying
methods are discussed here: https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/tag-genome-2021/.

13The ‘cosine distance’ between two goods x, y in our attribute space is given by ‖x− y‖2/2.
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capturing any instances of (within-platform) information acquisition before they watched the
movie and rules out visits to the details page with the purpose of providing a rating.

3.4. Recruitment

In our intervention, we target a random sample from a subset of the platform’s users.14 In order
to mitigate the heterogeneity of treatment e�ects across consumers arising from di�erences in
the quality of the recommendations, we restrict our sample to users who satisfy the following
conditions: (i) having rated more than 100 movies in total; (ii) having rated fewer than 3,000
movies in total; and (iii) over the previous m = 1,2,3,4 months, having rated a minimum of
d1.5me movies. The �rst condition is a minimum data requirement so that the recommender
system algorithm utilized by the platform is able to provide valuable recommendations. This is
especially important given that, throughout the duration of the intervention, the assignment of
movies to treatments is held �xed and therefore so is the set of movies that can be recommended.
The second excludes high-powered users, as these are likely to would constitute outliers. The
last condition, seeks to guarantee that the targeted user is minimally active on the platform over
the recent past. These criteria were chosen in consultation with the platform’s experts in order
to ensure that the data is representative of the overall platform population, with stable users who
are familiar with the platform’s recommender system.

The roll-out of the study is phased in order to control for implementation issues and targets 4,572
users. On March 29, 2021, 100 eligible users were randomly selected to participate in the study.
On April 5, the study is expanded to an additional 500 randomly selected eligible users. On April
15, 3,972 additional eligible users were randomly selected to take part in the experiment. The data
collection was pre-registered to conclude on October 31, 2021. The length of the study period was
selected based on power calculations and considering the possibly slow rate of consumption of
movies over time.

From this set of users, 1,452 consumers decide to enroll in the study and 1,033 consumers �lled
out at least one belief elicitation survey. Over the 6 month study period, 290 consumers explicitly
opted out of the study at some point with 107 opting out before being in the study for 7 days. Our
primary analysis focuses on the 1,006 consumers who completed at least one survey and were
enrolled in the study for at least 7 days.
14The use of or access to the platform is prohibited to individuals under the age of 18, as per the platform’s terms of

service.
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3.5. Pre-Registration

The experimental design, data collection phase (including the length of the intervention), and
hypotheses were pre-registered using the AEA RCT Registry, with ID AEARCTR-0007545.

4. The Impact of Recommendations on Consumption
In this section, we test Hypothesis 1: whether exposure induces additional consumption and
whether recommendation further in�uences consumption beyond exposure. We study two alter-
native speci�cations, the �rst of which is as follows:

ci,x =β0 +β1{x ∈ X i,E ∪ X i,R}+β2{x ∈ X i,R}+εi,x (1a)

where ci,x = 1 if by the end of the intervention consumer i reported to have consumed good x
(and zero if otherwise), X i,E and X i,R denote consumer i’s exposure-only and recommendation
sets as de�ned at the start of the intervention, and X i,E ∪ X i,R , the exposure set, given by their
union.

Exposure through belief elicitation of good x only occurs if x is in the exposure-only or recom-
mendation sets, and platform recommendation of good x only occurs if x is in the recommen-
dation set. Naturally, the consumer may have other recommendation sources and, even through
the platform, be exposed to goods in either of these sets. Since we strati�ed our randomization
by consumer-speci�c tastes, exposure and recommendation to goods via other channels should
be orthogonal to treatment assignment.

While this speci�cation enables a clear and straightforward causal estimate of the impact of expo-
sure and recommendation on consumption, it is potentially too conservative. Speci�cally, it does
not take into account the fact that some goods in the recommendation set are never explicitly
recommended and some goods in the exposure-only set are never selected for beliefs elicitation.
In order to obtain better estimates on the treatment e�ects, we consider two additional strategies.

First, we consider the same speci�cation (1a), but restricting the sample to goods in exposed strata.
While we would like to compare the e�ect of actual exposure and actual recommendation to the
control group, realizations of exposure and recommendation are not independent of platform-
predicted quality.15 In order to resolve this issue, we take not only goods that the consumers
were actually exposed to through belief elicitation or recommended but also goods in their strata.
Recall that, at the outset of the intervention, goods with the (3n+1)-th, (3n+2)-th, or (3n+3)-th
highest platform-predicted quality for consumer i are bundled into the same stratum, n, and
15A design restriction, since recommendations need to remain useful and meaningful to consumers.
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block-randomized into the control, exposure-only, and recommendation sets. Then, if good x
was recommended (r i,x = 1) to consumer i or exposed to it through our experimental intervention
(e i,x = 1), we include x in the sample, as well as the other goods in the same stratum used for
block-randomization. We then estimate the same speci�cation (1a), but obtaining more precise
estimates on the average treatment e�ect of exposure and recommendation on consumption.

Second, we restrict to estimating the average treatment e�ect of recommendations relative to
exposure by estimating the following alternative speci�cation:

ci,x =β0 +β1r i,x +εi,x (1b)

where r i,x = 1 if consumer i was recommended good x (zero if otherwise). Here we rely ex-
clusively on goods that were selected for belief-elicitation as per step 3 in Procedure 1, which —
together with our block randomization — guarantees that, in this sample, actual recommendation
r i,x is orthogonal to the good’s characteristics.

Our �rst result is the resounding positive empirical support for Hypothesis 1(1) and 1(2). In
Table 1, we present the estimates for speci�cation (1a) (columns (1)-(4)) and speci�cation (1b)
(columns (5)-(6)), using both of the consumption measures described in Section 3.3.2. In both
of these speci�cations, the coe�cient on exposure set and those on recommendation set and
recommendation measure, respectively, denote the average treatment e�ects (ATE) of exposure
and recommendation (beyond exposure) on consumption as per Hypothesis 1(1) and 1(2).16

In the conservative speci�cations reported in columns (1) and (2), we �nd that exposure increases
consumption probability by 0.1 to 0.3 percentage points (p.p.), and recommendation leads to a fur-
ther increase of over 0.6 p.p. relative to exposure — about a 1 percentage point increase relative
to the control group. Columns (3) and (4) restrict focus to strata in which a good was used for
belief elicitation or recommended, and, as expected, we �nd stronger treatment e�ects: exposure
increases consumption probability by 0.2-1.1 p.p. relative to the control group, while recom-
mendation adds to it about 1.3-1.8 p.p. more, with a combined e�ect of over 2 percentage points
increase in consumption probability vis-á-vis the control group. Consistent with this, columns (5)
and (6) estimate the e�ect of recommendation as leading to a 1.2 p.p. increase beyond exposure,
by considering only goods that would be recommended (of high predicted quality) and used for
belief elicitation. Overall, even the magnitude of the impact of recommendation on consumption
probability is fairly consistent across the di�erent estimation strategies. We note that while we
do not include consumer �xed e�ects as our randomization is within consumer, their inclusion
does not a�ect the results (see Appendix C).
16Throughout the paper we will report results from the linear probability model speci�cation, but our results are

robust and with similar estimated marginal e�ect sizes if we estimate a logistic regression as well.
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Consumption (ci,x)
(Rating) (Robust) (Rating) (Robust) (Rating) (Robust)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Exposure Set 0.003∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗

(1(x ∈ X i,E ∪ X i,R)) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.001) (0.001)

Recommendation Set 0.006∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗

(1(x ∈ X i,R)) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Recommendation 0.012∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗

(r i,x) (0.003) (0.003)

Constant 0.007∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗

(0.0004) (0.0004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Observations 754,500 750,978 93,321 92,001 11,852 11,686
R2 0.051 0.051 0.149 0.153 0.109 0.110
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 1: The Impact of Recommendation on Consumption (Hypothesis 1)

Notes: This table tests if exposure and recommendation impact consumption probability. Each column
displays the average treatment e�ect of exposure and recommendation on consumption for the di�erent
measures of consumption. Each observation corresponds to a pair (consumer i, good x). Columns (1)-(4)
correspond to speci�cation (1a) and columns (5)-(6) to speci�cation (1b). For columns (1)-(2), we include
all consumers i and all goods x in the consumer-speci�c control, exposure-only, and recommendation sets.
In columns (3)-(4), for each consumer we include the goods to which they were exposed through the belief
elicitation survey, and all the goods in the same consumer-speci�c stratum. Columns (5)-(6) restrict to
goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3 in Procedure 1.

5. Drivers of Recommendation’s In�uence
The results from Section 4 indicate that exposure increased consumption probability compared
to the control group, and that recommendation further increases consumption probability. In
this section, we explore whether recommendation a�ects consumption by impacting consumers’
beliefs.

5.1. Beliefs Explain Consumption

We start by evaluating the extent to which the belief data explains consumption behavior. We
test Hypothesis 2, which — in line with our theoretical framework — suggests the likelihood of
consumption is increasing in the expected quality and decreasing in reported uncertainty.
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Consumption (ci,x)
(Rating) (Robust) (Rating) (Robust)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Expected Quality 0.011∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗ 0.015∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗

(qb
i,x) (0.001) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

Uncertainty −0.030∗∗∗ −0.023∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗ −0.028∗∗∗

(σb
i,x) (0.006) (0.005) (0.009) (0.008)

Recommendation 0.019 0.017
(r i,x) (0.012) (0.011)

Rec. × Exp. Quality 0.003 0.003
(r i,x · qb

i,x) (0.003) (0.003)

Rec. × Uncertainty −0.025∗∗ −0.024∗∗

(r i,x ·σb
i,x) (0.011) (0.010)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 14,362 14,327 11,852 11,809
R2 0.085 0.084 0.125 0.121
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 2: Beliefs Explain Consumption (Hypothesis 2)

Notes: In this table we ascertain if beliefs explain consumption, i.e. if consumption probability increases
in expected quality and decreases in uncertainty. Each observation corresponds to a pair (consumer i,
good x). In columns (1)-(2), corresponding to speci�cation (2a), the sample is restricted to goods x in the
exposure-only set — to avoid confounds due to recommendation — and uses the �rst elicitation for each
good and consumer. In columns (3)-(4), corresponding to speci�cation (2b), the sample is restricted to
goods selected for belief elicitation and sampled into Si,E,t or Si,R,t (step 3 of Procedure 1) to control for
good characteristics across treatment. All columns rely on the �rst belief elicitation, with odd columns
using the standard consumption measure, while even ones use the robust consumption measure.

We evaluate the relationship through the following regression:

ci,x =β1qb
i,x +β2σ

b
i,x +FEi +εi,x (2a)

where qb
i,x and σb

i,x denote consumer i’s expected quality and uncertainty associated with good
x and FEi denote consumer �xed e�ects. We highlight that this is a test of association — that
consumers’ beliefs are associated with their consumption decisions in a particular manner; we
take as self-evident from economic theory and the prevailing patterns in the data the causal
relation from consumers’ quality beliefs to their consumption decisions.

Our results, displayed in columns (1)-(2) of Table 2, support Hypothesis 2. For both speci�cations
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Figure 1: Beliefs Explain Consumption: Heterogeneous E�ect by Treatment

Notes: The �gure compares consumption frequency between goods assigned to the recommendation set
(blue, triangle marker; X i,R) and those assigned to the exposure-only set (red, circle marker; X i,E ∪ X i,R)
by relying on the �rst belief elicitation. The markers represent the fraction consumed out of the goods with
a given expected quality (panel (a)) or uncertainty level (panel (b)); the whiskers denote 95% con�dence
intervals using standard errors clustered at the consumer level.

we rely on the data from �rst time consumer i’s beliefs about x are elicited, restricting to goods
that were in the exposure-only bin. We exclude cases of recommendation explicitly, so as to avoid
the estimates from being contaminated by any e�ect of recommendations on beliefs.17 Both es-
timates suggest that higher expected quality increases consumption, while higher uncertainty
decreases it. The estimates are economically meaningful: relying on column (1), a one unit in-
crease in the expected quality (measured 0 to 5) leads to an increase in consumption probability of
about 1 p.p., while going from the lowest to the highest uncertainty level decreases consumption
probability by approximately 3 p.p.

In Figure 1, we explore whether the relationship between beliefs and consumption decisions
is a�ected by recommendation-speci�c heterogeneous e�ects. The �gure suggests that, aside
from recommendation increasing consumption probability, the e�ect of expected quality on con-
sumption is virtually unchanged by recommendation (a level change), while recommendations
strengthen the relationship between uncertainty and consumption (a steeper relationship). We
test these suggestive results by estimating the same speci�cation (2a), but allowing for potential
17However, regardless of whether one considers the last or �rst belief elicitation and excludes or not goods in the

recommendation set, the estimates are similar and the conclusions on the e�ects the same.
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recommendation-speci�c e�ects:

ci,x =β1qb
i,x +β2σ

b
i,x +γ11(x ∈ X i,R)+γ21(x ∈ X i,R) · qb

i,x +γ31(x ∈ X i,R) ·σb
i,x +FEi +εi,x (2b)

where qb
i,x and σb

i,x denote consumer i’s expected quality and uncertainty associated with good
x. In order to control for ex-ante good characteristics across treatment, we restrict the sample to
goods sampled for belief elicitation as per step 3 of our Procedure 1. Columns (3)-(4) of Table 2
con�rm the conjecture.

5.2. The Impact of Recommendations on Beliefs

Now that we have established that the belief data displays reasonable properties and correlates
positively with consumption decisions, we explore the extent to which recommendation impacts
these beliefs as a possible explanation for the increase in consumption resulting from recommen-
dation. We characterize the direct e�ect of recommendation on the level of expected quality and
degree of uncertainty as well as the indirect e�ect of recommendation on inducing consumer-
driven exploration and information acquisition.

Direct Impact of Recommendations on Beliefs. The primary e�ect of information is to de-
crease uncertainty. If recommendations have an informational role, they ought, �rst and fore-
most, to decrease uncertainty. This is the crux of Hypothesis 3(1).

To evaluate whether recommendations a�ect beliefs, we examine how beliefs change over two
consecutive belief elicitation surveys. Since goods selected for belief elicitation as per step 3 in
Procedure 1 are of the same expected (high) quality regardless of whether they are recommended
or not, we are able to identify a causal e�ect of recommendations on consumer beliefs. We test
whether recommendations a�ect uncertainty by estimating these two speci�cations:

σb
i,x,t =β0 +β1σ

b
i,x,t−1 +γ1r i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (3a)

σb
i,x,t =β0 +β1σ

b
i,x,t−1 +γ1r i,x,t−1 +γ2r i,x,t−1 ·σb

i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (3b)

where σb
i,x,t denotes consumer i’s level of uncertainty about good x’s quality at time t, and r i,x,t−1

a dummy indicating whether or not i was recommended x at t−1. The �rst speci�cation tests
if recommendations decrease uncertainty (γ1 < 0), whereas the second explores the existence of
heterogeneous e�ects of recommendations on uncertainty. In particular, one could reasonably
conjecture that recommendations are all the more e�ective in reducing uncertainty the greater
the uncertainty level one starts from (γ2 < 0) — an idea expressing the fact that the e�ect of
information on beliefs is decreasing in the degree of certainty. In other words, if the consumer is
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Uncertainty (t) (σb
i,x,t)

(1) (2)
Recommendation −0.004 0.017∗

(r i,x,t−1) (0.004) (0.009)

Rec. × Uncert.(t−1) −0.034∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.016)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.650∗∗∗ 0.667∗∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.017) (0.018)

Constant 0.199∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.012)
Observations 8,854 8,854
R2 0.421 0.421
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 3: The Impact of Recommendation on Beliefs: Uncertainty (Hypothesis 3(1))

Notes: This table tests whether recommendations cause lower uncertainty, as well as for heterogeneous
treatment e�ects. Each observation corresponds to a (consumer i, good x, elicitation period t). The de-
pendent variable is the level of uncertainty report by the consumer at period t. The sample is restricted to
goods not previously used for belief elicitation and, to control for good characteristics across treatments,
sampled into Si,E,t or Si,R,t (step 3 of Procedure 1).

already very certain of a good’s quality, then the role for recommendation to increase certainty
is limited; whereas if they are very uncertain, then there is possibly a more signi�cant role.

It is worth mentioning that this is a conservative test of whether recommendation decreases un-
certainty. As consumption is negatively related to uncertainty, and as recommended goods are
more likely to lead to consumption, we are biasing against recommendation decreasing uncer-
tainty by focusing on goods not consumed (a form of selection bias).

Our results, shown in Table 3, provide a nuanced conclusion regarding Hypothesis 3(1). Column
(1) shows a null average treatment e�ect of recommendation on uncertainty. However, column
(2) suggests that recommendations do decrease uncertainty when prior uncertainty is high with
a heterogeneous e�ect of -0.034 between minimal and maximal uncertainty.

We then adopt an analogous strategy toward Hypothesis 3(2) and estimate the e�ect of recom-
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|Expect.– Predict. Qual.| (t)
(|qb

i,x,t − qp
i,x,t−1|)

(1) (2) (3)
Recommendation −0.015 0.046∗ 0.050∗

(r i,x,t−1) (0.012) (0.026) (0.027)

Rec. × Uncertainty (t−1) −0.101∗∗ −0.100∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.042) (0.043)

Rec. × |Expect. – Predict. Qual.| (t−1) −0.003
(r i,x,t−1 · |qb

i,x,t−1 − qp
i,x,t−1|) (0.014)

|Expect.– Predict. Qual.| (t−1) 0.819∗∗∗ 0.818∗∗∗ 0.820∗∗∗

(|qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1|) (0.014) (0.014) (0.016)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.090∗∗ 0.090∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.041) (0.042)

Constant 0.250∗∗∗ 0.198∗∗∗ 0.196∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.027) (0.026)
Observations 8,847 8,847 8,847
R2 0.655 0.656 0.656
Clustered standard errors at the consumer-good level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 4: The Impact of Recommendation on Beliefs: Expected Quality (Hypothesis 3(2))

Notes: This table tests whether recommendations cause the distance between expected quality and
platform-predicted quality to decrease, as well as for heterogeneous treatment e�ects. Each observation
corresponds to a (consumer i, good x, elicitation period t). The dependent variable is the absolute di�er-
ence between the expected quality reported by the consumer at period t and the platform-predicted quality
at period t−1. The sample is restricted to goods not previously used for belief elicitation and, to control
for good characteristics across treatments, sampled into Si,E,t or Si,R,t (step 3 of Procedure 1).

mendations on expected quality assessments by estimating the following equations:∣∣∣qb
i,x,t − qp

i,x,t

∣∣∣=β0 +β1

∣∣∣qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1

∣∣∣+γ1r i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (3c)∣∣∣qb
i,x,t − qp

i,x,t

∣∣∣=β0 +β1

∣∣∣qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1

∣∣∣+γ1 r i,x,t−1 +γ2 r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (3d)∣∣∣qb

i,x,t − qp
i,x,t

∣∣∣=β0 +β1

∣∣∣qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1

∣∣∣+β2σ
b
i,x,t−1 +γ1r i,x,t−1 +γ2 r i,x,t−1 ·σb

i,x,t−1 (3e)

+γ3 r i,x,t−1 · |qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1|+εi,x,t

where qb
i,x,t denotes consumer i’s belief about the expected quality of good x at time t and qp

i,x,t

the platform’s prediction for consumer i’s realized quality assessment of good x. Equation (3c)
tests for whether recommendations decrease the distance between the consumer’s quality expec-
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tation for good x and the platform’s consumer-speci�c prediction (γ1 < 0). Equations (3d) and (3e)
explore the heterogeneity of treatment e�ects across di�erent prior beliefs. Similarly to before,
we conjecture that the more uncertain a consumer is, the greater the e�ect of recommendations
— again a prediction implied by our theoretical framework.

In column (1) of Table 4 we report a negative result: we �nd that recommendations do not, on
average, decrease the distance between consumer expectations and platform predictions.18 How-
ever, we �nd signi�cant heterogeneous treatment e�ects of recommendations with respect to the
prior level of uncertainty. In columns (2) and (3) we �nd a negative and signi�cant interaction
between consumer i’s prior uncertainty σb

i,x,t−1 about good x’s quality and recommendation.
This implies expected quality drifts more toward the platform’s prediction the more uncertain
the consumer was prior to obtaining the recommendation.

Recommendations, InformationAcquisition, andBeliefs. While recommendation provides
a direct informational gain — either implicitly through the fact that a good is stated to be recom-
mended or explicitly through the platform-predicted rating — it also can have an indirect impact.
We explore how recommendation induces additional information acquisition by the consumer
and how this further impacts beliefs. In our context, consumers can explicitly click-through to
learn more about a movie from the homepage or explicitly search for movies, terms, or tags that
link to this detail page. We �rst characterize what drives this exploration as well as the causal
e�ect of recommendation on fostering this additional information acquisition. Then, we study
how this impacts the resulting changes in consumer beliefs. In other words, this section examines
the alternative indirect mechanism to explain how recommendation a�ects consumption via an
informational channel:

Recommendation −→ Additional Information Acquisition −→ ∆ Beliefs.

We de�ne Infoi,x,t and Infoi,x as whether consumer i viewed the details page for movie x in time
period t or at any point in the study period, respectively. The �rst two speci�cations we consider
are identical to the empirical strategy used for identifying the causal impact of recommendation
on consumption in Section 4. In particular, we consider the average treatment e�ect estimated
over the full set of goods in the control, exposure-only, and recommendation sets, and then re-
stricting the sample to exposed strata, estimating the equation

Infoi,x =β0 +β1{x ∈ X i,E ∪ X i,R}+β2{x ∈ X i,R}+εi,x (4a)

18Note that this result is not at odds with Cosley et al. (2003) as we are eliciting ratings for unseen as opposed to
seen movies.
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Information Acquisition
Info. Acq. Info. Acq. ≥ t−1 Info. Acq. [t−1, t]
(Infoi,x) (Infoi,x,≥t−1) (Infoi,x,[t−1,t])

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exposure Set −0.0001 −0.001

(1(x ∈ X i,E ∪ X i,R)) (0.0002) (0.001)

Recommendation Set 0.011∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗

(1(x ∈ X i,R)) (0.001) (0.005)

Recommendation 0.045∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗

(r i,x) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003)

Exp. Quality 0.013∗∗∗

(qb
i,x) (0.003)

Uncertainty −0.013
(σb

i,x) (0.009)

Constant 0.007∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ −0.018∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.003) (0.008) (0.001)
Observations 754,500 93,321 8,847 8,847 8,847
R2 0.002 0.013 0.015 0.020 0.010
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5: Recommendations Impact Information Acquisition

Notes: This table tests whether recommendations cause consumers to acquire more information about the
recommended goods. Each column displays the average treatment e�ect of exposure and recommendation
on information acquisition (visit a movie’s page or watch its trailer); Infoi,x (columns (1)-(2)), Infoi,x,≥t−1
(columns (3)-(4)), and Infoi,x,[t−1,t] (column (5)) are binary variables that correspond, respectively, to con-
sumer i having ever acquired information about good x, having acquired it after t−1, and between t−1
and t. Each observation corresponds to a pair (consumer i, good x). Columns (1)-(2) correspond to speci-
�cation (4a); columns (3), (4), and (5) to speci�cations (4b), (4c), and (4d), respectively. For column (1), we
include all consumers i and all goods x in the consumer-speci�c control, exposure-only, and recommenda-
tion sets. In column (2), for each consumer we include the goods to which they were exposed through the
belief elicitation survey, and all the goods in the same consumer-speci�c stratum. Columns (3)-(5) restrict
to goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3 in Procedure 1.

While this speci�cation provides clear causal estimates of the average treatment e�ect, it neglects
the time when the information acquisition occurs as well as how it is driven by consumers’ beliefs.
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Uncertainty (t) (σb
i,x,t)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Info. Acq. [t−1, t] −0.055∗∗ 0.016 −0.054∗∗ −0.054∗∗ 0.016

(Infoi,x,[t−1,t]) (0.022) (0.043) (0.022) (0.022) (0.043)

Info. Acq. [t−1, t] × Uncert.(t−1) −0.121∗ −0.121∗

(Infoi,x,[t−1,t] ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.073) (0.073)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.650∗∗∗ 0.652∗∗∗ 0.650∗∗∗ 0.667∗∗∗ 0.652∗∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.017)

Recommendation −0.002 0.018∗ −0.002
(r i,x,t−1) (0.004) (0.009) (0.004)

Rec. × Uncertainty (t−1) −0.034∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.016)

Constant 0.198∗∗∗ 0.197∗∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗ 0.198∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.011) (0.012) (0.011)

Observations 8,854 8,854 8,854 8,854 8,854
R2 0.421 0.422 0.421 0.422 0.422

Table 6: Information Acquisition and Changes in Beliefs: Uncertainty

Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table examines if information acquisition explains change in consumers’ beliefs. Columns (1)-
(5) in correspond to variations on speci�cations (5a)-(5b). Observations correspond to pairs of (consumer
i, good x) restrict to goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3
in Procedure 1 to control for good quality selection; we use the �rst belief elicitation of good x’s quality
from consumer i.

We estimate three additional speci�cations to account for this:

Infoi,x,≥t−1 =β0 +β1r i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (4b)

Infoi,x,≥t−1 =β0 +β1r i,x,t−1 +β2σ
b
i,x,t−1 +β3qb

i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (4c)

Infoi,x,[t−1,t] =β0 +β1r i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (4d)

The results are reported in Table 5. Columns (1) and (2) indicate that recommendation induces,
respectively, a 1.1 percentage points and 4.1 p.p. increase in the probability of acquiring informa-
tion over exposure. This increase in the likelihood of information acquisition only comes from
recommendation as there is a null e�ect of the impact of exposure. Furthermore, note that the
baselines are 0.7 and 1.6 p.p. respectively, indicating that the e�ect size is quite substantial.

We then rely exclusively on goods that were selected for belief-elicitation as per step 3 in Pro-
cedure 1, enabling a causal interpretation of the e�ect of recommendation of the speci�cations
(4b)-(4d). Columns (3) and (4) display the estimated e�ect restricting focus to information ac-
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|Expect.– Predict. Qual.| (t)
(|qb

i,x,t − qp
i,x,t−1|)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Info. Acq. [t−1, t] −0.189∗∗∗ −0.030 −0.185∗∗∗ −0.183∗∗∗ −0.027

(Infoi,x,[t−1,t]) (0.056) (0.077) (0.056) (0.056) (0.077)

Info. Acq. [t−1, t] × |Expect. – Predict. Qual.| (t−1) −0.121 −0.120
(Infoi,x,[t−1,t] · |qb

i,x,t−1 − qp
i,x,t−1|) (0.074) (0.074)

|Expect. – Predict. Qual.| (t−1) 0.819∗∗∗ 0.821∗∗∗ 0.819∗∗∗ 0.818∗∗∗ 0.821∗∗∗

(|qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1|) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Recommendation −0.015 0.046∗ 0.050∗

(r i,x,t−1) (0.011) (0.027) (0.011)

Rec. × Uncertainty (t−1) −0.100∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.042)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.089∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.041)

Constant 0.246∗∗∗ 0.243∗∗∗ 0.251∗∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗ 0.248∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.027) (0.019)
Observations 8,847 8,847 8,847 8,847 8,847
R2 0.656 0.656 0.656 0.656 0.656

Table 7: Information Acquisition and Changes in Beliefs: Expected Quality

Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table examines if information acquisition explains change in consumers’ beliefs. Columns (1)-
(5) correspond to variations on speci�cations (5c)-(5d). Observations correspond to pairs of (consumer i,
good x) restrict to goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3 in
Procedure 1 to control for good quality selection; we use the �rst belief elicitation of good x’s quality from
consumer i.

quired after elicitation and �nd similar e�ect sizes to the previous speci�cations with the result
being robust to controlling for the underlying beliefs. Finally, column (5) shows that the result is
robust to focusing on movie details pages viewed between elicitations.

Having established that recommendation induces additional information acquisition, we char-
acterize the extent to which information acquisition induces changes in beliefs. We use similar
speci�cations and sample selection as previously for studying how information acquisition in�u-
ences the underlying degree of uncertainty:

σb
i,x,t =β0 +β1Infoi,x,[t−1,t] +β2σ

b
i,x,t−1 +β3r i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (5a)

σb
i,x,t =β0 +β1Infoi,x,[t−1,t] +β2r i,x,t−1 +β3σ

b
i,x,t−1 × Infoi,x,[t−1,t] +β4σ

b
i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t (5b)
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The results are reported in Table 6. Column (1) shows that viewing the details page reduces
uncertainty by 0.055. However, column (2) reveals that this average e�ect is heterogeneous de-
pending on the initial level of uncertainty: the impact is larger when prior uncertainty is higher,
entailing a 0.121 reduction in uncertainty when the initial belief indicates maximal uncertainty.
Columns (3)-(5) validate that both the sign and magnitude of the e�ects are robust to controlling
for whether the good was recommended or not. Furthermore, column (4) can be taken as show-
ing that recommendations do decrease uncertainty when prior uncertainty is high, even when
controlling for whether the consumer acquired additional information.

Finally, we study a similar speci�cation to understand how viewing the details page impacts the
expected quality:∣∣∣qb

i,x,t − qp
i,x,t−1

∣∣∣= γ0 +γ1Infoi,x,[t−1,t] +β1

∣∣∣qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1

∣∣∣+εi,x,t (5c)∣∣∣qb
i,x,t − qp

i,x,t−1

∣∣∣= γ0 +γ1Infoi,x,[t−1,t] +γ2Infoi,x,[t−1,t] ·
∣∣∣qb

i,x,t−1 − qp
i,x,t−1

∣∣∣ (5d)

+β1

∣∣∣qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1

∣∣∣+β2r i,x,t−1 +εi,x,t

Table 18 summarizes our �ndings. Columns (1) and (2) indicate that viewing the details page
similarly induces a level e�ect on the resulting expected quality, while there is no estimated
heterogeneity across the initial distance from the predicted rating. Columns (3)-(5) validate that
the same results hold when we control for recommendation. As for uncertainty, column (4) also
highlights that the result that recommendations decrease the distance between the consumer’s
expected quality and the platform’s prediction when prior uncertainty is high holds even after
controlling for additional information acquisition.

Overall, these results suggest two distinct avenues through which recommendations entail infor-
mational gains that shifts expected quality and reduces uncertainty: directly through the recom-
mendation itself and indirectly, by inducing additional information acquisition.

6. Spillover E�ects of Recommendation
The collected data also enables us to explore the correlation structure of beliefs and evaluate the
presence of informational spillovers.

We �rst use cross-sectional data on beliefs to assess Hypothesis 4, that is, if beliefs about goods
are spatially correlated, with beliefs about goods closer in the attribute space being more similar
than to those with more dissimilar attributes. After establishing this, we evaluate Hypothesis 5
by using cross-sectional data on consumption, as well as by exploiting the panel nature of our
data and the repeated elicitation of the same good over time.
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Abs. Di�erence between Goods
in Uncertainty in Expected Quality
|σb

i,x −σb
i,y| |qb

i,x − qb
i,y|

(1) (2)
Distance between Goods 0.226∗∗∗ 0.902∗∗∗

(‖x− y‖) (0.025) (0.084)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes
Good FEs Yes Yes
Observations 243,524 243,524
R2 0.302 0.259
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 8: Beliefs’ Spatial Correlation (Hypothesis 4)

Notes: This table displays the relationship between good attribute distance and distance in expected quality
and uncertainty. Each observation is a tuple (consumer i, good x, good y). The sample is restricted to the
�rst instance of each tuple.

6.1. Spatially Correlated Beliefs

We test if the similarity between beliefs about two goods is correlated with their attribute simi-
larity; i.e. if beliefs about goods’ quality are more similar the more similar goods are in attributes
(Hypothesis 4). For instance, intuition would suggest that beliefs about The Godfather are closer
to those about The Godfather: Part II than about Frozen. We consider the following cross-sectional
regressions for consumer i and goods x and y:∣∣∣σb

i,x −σb
i,y

∣∣∣=β1‖x− y‖+FE i +FEx +FE y +εi,x,y (6a)∣∣∣qb
i,x − qb

i,y

∣∣∣=β1‖x− y‖+FE i +FEx +FE y +εi,x,y (6b)

where FE i,FEx,FE y denote consumer, good x, and good y �xed e�ects, and the remaining
notation is consistent with previous empirical speci�cations. Hypothesis 4 implies β1 > 0, that is,
the closer two goods are in the attribute space (smaller distance), the more similar beliefs about
their quality. The results, reported in Table 8, con�rm the conjecture of a strong association
between beliefs and distance.

6.2. Informational Spillovers

This section tests for the existence of informational spillovers by examining how prior consump-
tion and recommendation relates to beliefs of unconsumed goods. If beliefs are spatially cor-
related, then information about good x may also be informative about other goods, especially
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Uncertainty (t) (σb
i,x,t)

(1) (2)
Avg. Distance to Consumed Goods 6.466∗∗∗

(∑y∈Ci,t−1 ‖y− x‖/|Ci,t−1|) (0.679)

Distance to Closest Consumed Good 3.134∗∗∗

(miny∈Ci,t−1 ‖y− x‖) (0.351)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes
Good FEs Yes Yes
Observations 18,006 18,006
R2 0.572 0.572

(a) Consumption Spillovers

Uncertainty (t) (σb
i,x,t)

(1) (2)
Avg. Distance to Consumed Goods 0.695

(∑y∈Ri,t−1 ‖y− x‖/|Ri,t−1|) (0.938)

Distance to Closest Consumed Good −0.272
(miny∈Ri,t−1 ‖y− x‖) (0.500)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes
Good FEs Yes Yes
Observations 6,769 6,769
R2 0.705 0.705

(b) Recommendation Spillovers

Table 9: Information Spillover E�ects (Hypothesis 5)

Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
Notes: This table examines if consumption and recommendation induce spillovers on beliefs. Subtable 9a and Sub-
table 9b correspond to speci�cations (7a) and (7b). Columns (1) and (2) use, respectively, the average and minimum
of the distance between good x and goods that were consumed (in Subtable 9a) or recommended (in Subtable 9b). In
both subtables, observations correspond to pairs of (consumer i, good x). For Subtable 9b, we restrict focus to goods
from the exposure-only bin; we use the �rst belief elicitation of good x’s quality from consumer i for both regres-
sions. For Subtable 9a, we use the full history of consumption, whereas for Subtable 9b we consider recommendations
during the experimental intervention.
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those that are more similar to good x. We consider two sources of information: consumption and
recommendation. Speci�cally, we consider whether having previously consumed or been rec-
ommended more similar goods to good x is associated with a lower uncertainty about good x’s
quality (Hypothesis 5). We rely on the exogenous randomness in the selection of goods utilized
to elicit beliefs about, though note that our analyses here are tests of association.

Let Ci,t and Ri,t denote the set of goods consumer i, respectively, consumed and was recom-
mended prior to time t. For each of these, A = Ci,t,Ri,t, we consider both the average distance
to x, i.e. ∑

y∈A ‖y− x‖/|A|, and the minimum distance, miny∈A ‖y− x‖. The former allows us to
capture the average e�ect over the full set of previously consumed/recommended goods, while
the latter measures the e�ect of the most similar one. We use the following speci�cations in order
to test for informational spillovers in the form of lower uncertainty (Hypothesis 5):

σb
i,x,t =β1s(x,Ci,t−1)+FE i +FEx +εi,x,t (7a)

σb
i,x,t =β1s(x,Ri,t−1)+FE i +FEx +εi,x,t (7b)

where s(x, A) corresponds to one of the two measures of (dis)similarity, average or minimum
distance between x and A. Hypothesis 5 would then imply β1 > 0. We again restrict focus to
the �rst time a consumer’s beliefs about a good are elicited in order to minimize any possible
changes in beliefs arising from the experimental interventions; only goods recommended during
the intervention period are considered.

We report the results in Table 9. Subtable 9a shows that the uncertainty is increasing in both
the average and minimum distance to previously consumed goods. In contrast, we fail to detect
informational spillovers from recommendation (Subtable 9b).

7. Conclusion
In this paper we report the results of a �eld experiment aimed at understanding the mechanisms
that drive the impact that recommender systems have on consumption choices. We monitored
consumers for a period of over 6 months and collected the set of movies they consumed as well
as elicited their beliefs about unseen movies. Our randomization was at the good-level, so that
we can directly identify the e�ects that recommendation has on consumption choices. We �nd
that exposing consumers to a good signi�cantly increases its consumption probability relative to a
held-out control group, and that recommendations double the e�ect of exposure on consumption.
We use the collected belief data to show that recommendations causally a�ect consumers’ beliefs,
and these, in turn, guide consumption choices. Furthermore, we establish that beliefs are spatially
correlated and provide suggestive evidence of informational spillover e�ects.
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Our results provide insight into several higher-level debates about the broader impact of recom-
mender systems. First, contrary to several popular modeling approaches, the informational role
of recommender systems emerges as a �rst-order aspect of their in�uence. Second, since recom-
mendations provide information, shifting spatially correlated beliefs and guiding consumption,
they may have informationally-driven dynamic consequences. In other words, if recommenda-
tions have informational value and are therefore prima facie bene�cial to consumers, they can
also be used to steer consumer behavior toward parts of the product space supplied by or more
pro�table for the platform.

As argued in Aridor, Gonçalves and Sikdar (2020), explicitly collecting data on consumer beliefs
enables a more �ne-grain understanding of the impact of these systems and can shed light on
many social and economic questions surrounding them. While we view the domain of movie
recommendation to be fruitful and illuminating about the general mechanisms that drive the in-
�uence of recommender systems, an exciting avenue for future work is collecting similar types of
data and running similar experimental designs across the di�erent domains where recommender
systems are deployed. In particular, while our experiment was conducted on a platform with plau-
sibly unbiased information provision, it would be interesting for future work to characterize how
the magnitude of information provision is degraded by the degree of platform self-preferencing.
Overall, we believe our approach and results are insightful for understanding the broader eco-
nomic implications of recommender systems and for shaping the evaluation of their impact.
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Appendix

A. Patterns in Belief Data
In this appendix we demonstrate the belief data we collect not only exhibits reasonable patterns,
but also is informative about the resulting good quality. In other words, we provide evidence that
consumers have well-formed beliefs about movies and that survey-based measures can accurately
capture them.

First, we show that consumers’ beliefs are an unbiased statistic for their quality assessments after
consumption, arguably settling any question about the validity of the expected quality measure.
We estimate

qi,x =β1qb
i,x,t +εi,x

where qi,x denotes the realized quality of good x for consumer i, and, in order to capture the initial
beliefs of consumers before any intervention, qb

i,x,t denotes the consumers’ �rst belief elicitation
about good x for consumer i. The results, in column (1) of Table 10, show the estimated coe�cient
β1 is a precisely estimated 1: prior beliefs of consumers are on average correct.

Second, we show the (Euclidean) distance between expected quality assessment and the realized
quality is increasing in the reported uncertainty level. Speci�cally, we estimate∣∣∣qi,x − qb

i,x,t

∣∣∣=β0 +β1σ
b
i,x,t +εi,x,t.

In order to capture the initial beliefs of consumers before any intervention, we use the �rst elicita-
tion of the belief of a good for a given consumer. Column (2) of Table 10 reports β1 > 0, a positive
relationship between uncertainty and the resulting di�erence, validating that larger uncertainty
results in less aligned belief and actual quality.

We provide additional checks on the belief data by linking it to additional data sources. For
instance, we would expect that consumers are more likely to have higher expected quality for
popular movies and be more sure about what they think about them, since they are more likely to
have been exposed at some point to these movies either on or o� the platform. Another reasonable
conjecture would be that consumers are more sure of their expected quality about sequels.

We evaluate this by constructing a measure of popularity from the MovieLens data and joining
our data with IMDb data to identify which movies are sequels. We proxy popularity from the
aggregated MovieLens data by the overall number of ratings the movie has on the platform. We
run the following regression to assess the association between consumers’ reported beliefs and
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Realized Quality |Expect.– Realized. Qual.|
(qi,x) (|qb

i,x,t − qi,x|)
(1) (2)

Exp. Quality 1.007∗∗∗

(qb
i,x) (0.011)

Uncertainty 0.555∗∗∗

(σb
i,x) (0.119)

Constant 0.308∗∗∗

(0.054)

Observations 402 402
R2 0.459 0.065
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 10: Expected Quality and Uncertainty

Notes: This table demonstrates the sensible patterns in the belief data. The sample is restricted to the �rst
elicitation of consumer i’s beliefs about good x. Column (1) displays the regression of the realized quality
on the expected quality. Column (2) displays the regression of the distance between the expected and
realized quality on the measured consumer uncertainty.

popularity:

σb
i,x,t =β1log(number ratingsx)+β2Sequelx +FEi +εi,x,t (8a)

qb
i,x,t =β1log(number ratingsx)+β2Sequelx +FEi +εi,x,t (8b)

where the notation is similar to the previous speci�cations. In order to isolate the possible role of
the experimental intervention in modifying beliefs, we restrict focus to the �rst belief elicitation
of a given good for each consumer.

Table 11 displays the results, con�rming the conjectures. As expected, greater popularity is as-
sociated with lower uncertainty as well as with higher expected quality. Moreover, sequels are
associated with signi�cantly lower uncertainty about movie quality.

Finally, we explore the relationship between expected quality and uncertainty. Figure 2 plots the
mean uncertainty level for each expected quality and shows an inverted U-shaped relationship.
This accords with the intuition that consumers are more sure of extreme quality assessments (i.e.
close to 0 or 5 stars) relative to more moderate ones (i.e. 3 star).
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Uncertainty (t) Expected Quality (t)
(σb

i,x,t) (qb
i,x,t)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Popularity −0.026∗∗∗ −0.035∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗∗

(log(number ratingsx)) (0.001) (0.002) (0.004) (0.006)

Sequel −0.073∗∗∗ −0.028
(Sequelx) (0.013) (0.057)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 21,281 9,502 21,281 9,502
R2 0.411 0.447 0.435 0.450
Clustered standard errors at the subject level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 11: Popularity and Uncertainty

Notes: This table displays the relationship between consumer expected quality and log(number of ratings)
on the MovieLens platform and whether the movie is a sequel or not as the covariates. The sample is
restricted to the �rst elicitation of consumer i’s beliefs about good x.
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Figure 2: Uncertainty by Expected Quality

Notes: This �gure shows the expected quality on the x-axis and the associated conditional average uncer-
tainty score on the y-axis as well as the associated 95% con�dence interval. The sample is restricted to the
�rst belief elicitation.
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Pairwise Distance (‖x− y‖)
(1) (2)

Same Franchise −0.115∗∗∗ −0.137∗∗∗

(franchisex,y) (0.005) (0.007)

Constant 0.269∗∗∗

(0.001)

Good x FE No Yes
Good y FE No Yes
Observations 19,307,597 19,307,597
R2 0.0001 0.726
Clustered standard errors at each good level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 12: Movie Franchises and Attribute Distance

Notes: This regression is estimated on the dataset of all pairs of goods x and y in the MovieLens dataset
with tag data. Same Franchise equals 1 if the goods are part of the same franchise.

B. Validating Similarity Measures
We provide a validation exercise to show that the similarity measure captures movies that we
intuitively expect to be similar to each other in content — movie franchises. We join our dataset
of movies with a dataset of movie franchises from Opus Data19 (i.e. The Godfather, Harry Potter,
The Matrix, John Wick, etc.) and assess whether, according to our similarity measure, movies
which are part of a franchise are more similar to those in the same franchise than to other movies
using the following speci�cation:

‖x− y‖ =β1franchisex,y +FEx +FE y +εx,y

where FEx and FEy denote good �xed e�ects and franchisex,y is an indicator for whether movies
x and y are part of the same franchise.20 In order to make the exercise computationally feasible,
we randomly sample 15,000 movies from the set of movies and conduct the exercise over this
set. The results are displayed in Table 12 and validate that movies in the same franchise are
substantially closer than others: as column (1) indicates the baseline distance for movies not in
the same franchise is 0.269, while movies in the same franchise on average have a distance of
0.154.

19Data available from www.opusdata.com.
20Note that we cannot use the same sequel data that we used before from IMDb since this data only tells us whether

a movie is a sequel and not which movie it is a sequel of.
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Online Appendix

C. Robustness Checks

C.1. Recommendation and Beliefs

In this section we extend the speci�cations in Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 18 to include �xed e�ects
and report the results.

We opted for not to include �xed e�ects in estimating the causal e�ects of recommendations
throughout since (1) our causal identi�cation of treatment e�ects of recommendation does not
require controlling for �xed e�ects, and (2) especially because, instead of improving estimates of
treatment e�ects, including �xed e�ects would be expected to negatively impact the precision of
our estimates by removing meaningful variation in belief data. However, when considering tests
of association we include these �xed e�ects when relevant.

As our belief elicitation is drawn from consumer-speci�c sets (recall recommendations are consumer-
speci�c), it includes goods that align with each consumer’s idiosyncratic tastes. This results in the
fact that, for most goods, beliefs about their quality are elicited from a single consumer. These
are the most relevant goods when examining the e�ect of recommendation on beliefs, as con-
sumers are potentially less exposed to them outside of the platform. Then, good �xed e�ects for
speci�cations referring to belief data, instead of improving the quality of our estimates, would
remove meaningful variation coming from consumer-speci�c goods. A similar issue occurs with
consumer �xed e�ects. Indeed, on average, consumers completed 4 belief surveys and by includ-
ing consumer �xed e�ects we would be absorbing a signi�cant fraction of the belief variation for
the majority of the consumers.

The above being said, we note that the results are consistent with the tables reported in the main
text.
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Consumption (ci,x)
(Rating) (Robust) (Rating) (Robust) (Rating) (Robust)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Exposure Set 0.003∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.004∗∗∗

(1(x ∈ X i,E ∪ X i,R)) (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.001) (0.001)

Recommendation Set 0.006∗∗∗ 0.008∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗

(1(x ∈ X i,R)) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Recommendation 0.012∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗

(r i,x) (0.003) (0.003)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Good FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Observations 754,500 750,978 93,321 92,001 11,852 11,686
R2 0.051 0.051 0.149 0.153 0.109 0.110
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 13: The Impact of Recommendation on Consumption (Hypothesis 1); with Fixed E�ects

Notes: This table tests if exposure and recommendation impact consumption probability. Each column
displays the average treatment e�ect of exposure and recommendation on consumption for the di�erent
measures of consumption. Each observation corresponds to a pair (consumer i, good x). Columns (1)-(4)
correspond to speci�cation (1a) and columns (5)-(6) to speci�cation (1b). For columns (1)-(2), we include
all consumers i and all goods x in the consumer-speci�c control, exposure-only, and recommendation sets.
In columns (3)-(4), for each consumer we include the goods to which they were exposed through the belief
elicitation survey, and all the goods in the same consumer-speci�c stratum. Columns (5)-(6) restrict to
goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3 in Procedure 1.
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Uncertainty (t) (σb
i,x,t)

(1) (2)
Recommendation −0.003 0.017∗

(r i,x,t−1) (0.004) (0.009)

Rec. × Uncert.(t−1) −0.033∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.015)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.475∗∗∗ 0.491∗∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.016) (0.017)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes
Good FEs No No
Observations 8,854 8,854
R2 0.554 0.554
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 14: The Impact of Recommendation on Beliefs: Uncertainty (Hypothesis 3(1)); with Fixed
E�ects

Notes: This table tests whether recommendations cause lower uncertainty, as well as for heterogeneous
treatment e�ects. Each observation corresponds to a (consumer i, good x, elicitation period t). The de-
pendent variable is the level of uncertainty report by the consumer at period t. The sample is restricted to
goods not previously used for belief elicitation and, to control for good characteristics across treatments,
sampled into Si,E,t or Si,R,t (step 3 of Procedure 1).
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|Expect.– Predict. Qual.| (t)
(|qb

i,x,t − qp
i,x,t−1|)

(1) (2) (3)
Recommendation −0.015 0.052∗∗ 0.056∗∗

(r i,x,t−1) (0.011) (0.026) (0.026)

Rec. × Uncertainty (t−1) −0.113∗∗∗ −0.112∗∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.040) (0.041)

Rec. × |Expect. – Predict. Qual.| (t−1) −0.003
(r i,x,t−1 · |qb

i,x,t−1 − qp
i,x,t−1|) (0.014)

|Expect.– Predict. Qual.| (t−1) 0.651∗∗∗ 0.643∗∗∗ 0.644∗∗∗

(|qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1|) (0.013) (0.014) (0.015)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.218∗∗ 0.217∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.039) (0.040)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes
Good FEs No No No
Observations 8,847 8,847 8,847
R2 0.723 0.724 0.724
Clustered standard errors at the consumer-good level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 15: The Impact of Recommendation on Beliefs: Expected Quality (Hypothesis 3(2)); with
Fixed E�ects

Notes: This table tests whether recommendations cause the distance between expected quality and
platform-predicted quality to decrease, as well as for heterogeneous treatment e�ects. Each observation
corresponds to a (consumer i, good x, elicitation period t). The dependent variable is the absolute di�er-
ence between the expected quality reported by the consumer at period t and the platform-predicted quality
at period t−1. The sample is restricted to goods not previously used for belief elicitation and, to control
for good characteristics across treatments, sampled into Si,E,t or Si,R,t (step 3 of Procedure 1).
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Information Acquisition
Info. Acq. Info. Acq. ≥ t−1 Info. Acq. [t−1, t]
(Infoi,x) (Infoi,x,≥t−1) (Infoi,x,[t−1,t])

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exposure Set −0.0001 0.0001

(1(x ∈ X i,E ∪ X i,R)) (0.0002) (0.001)

Recommendation Set 0.010∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗

(1(x ∈ X i,R)) (0.001) (0.004)

Recommendation 0.045∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗

(r i,x) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003)

Exp. Quality 0.006∗∗

(qb
i,x) (0.003)

Uncertainty −0.007
(σb

i,x) (0.010)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 754,500 93,321 8,847 8,847 8,847
R2 0.108 0.268 0.159 0.160 0.120
Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses.
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 16: Recommendations Impact Information Acquisition; with Fixed E�ects

Notes: This table tests whether recommendations cause consumers to acquire more information about the
recommended goods. Each column displays the average treatment e�ect of exposure and recommendation
on information acquisition (visit a movie’s page or watch its trailer); Infoi,x (columns (1)-(2)), Infoi,x,≥t−1
(columns (3)-(4)), and Infoi,x,[t−1,t] (column (5)) are binary variables that correspond, respectively, to con-
sumer i having ever acquired information about good x, having acquired it after t−1, and between t−1
and t. Each observation corresponds to a pair (consumer i, good x). Columns (1)-(2) correspond to speci-
�cation (4a); columns (3), (4), and (5) to speci�cations (4b), (4c), and (4d), respectively. For column (1), we
include all consumers i and all goods x in the consumer-speci�c control, exposure-only, and recommenda-
tion sets. In column (2), for each consumer we include the goods to which they were exposed through the
belief elicitation survey, and all the goods in the same consumer-speci�c stratum. Columns (3)-(5) restrict
to goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3 in Procedure 1.
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Uncertainty (t) (σb
i,x,t)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Info. Acq. [t−1, t] −0.048∗∗ 0.042 −0.047∗∗ −0.047∗∗ 0.043

(Infoi,x,[t−1,t]) (0.020) (0.042) (0.020) (0.020) (0.042)

Info. Acq. [t−1, t] × Uncert.(t−1) −0.155∗∗ −0.155∗∗

(Infoi,x,[t−1,t] ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.071) (0.072)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.475∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗ 0.475∗∗∗ 0.491∗∗∗ 0.477∗∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.016)

Recommendation −0.002 0.018∗ −0.002
(r i,x,t−1) (0.004) (0.009) (0.004)

Rec. × Uncertainty (t−1) −0.033∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.015)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 8,854 8,854 8,854 8,854 8,854
R2 0.554 0.554 0.554 0.554 0.554

Table 17: Information Acquisition and Changes in Beliefs: Uncertainty; with Fixed E�ects

Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table examines if information acquisition explains change in consumers’ beliefs. Columns (1)-
(5) in correspond to variations on speci�cations (5a)-(5b). Observations correspond to pairs of (consumer
i, good x) restrict to goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3
in Procedure 1 to control for good quality selection; we use the �rst belief elicitation of good x’s quality
from consumer i.
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|Expect.– Predict. Qual.| (t)
(|qb

i,x,t − qp
i,x,t−1|)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Info. Acq. [t−1, t] −0.177∗∗∗ −0.029 −0.172∗∗∗ −0.170∗∗∗ −0.026

(Infoi,x,[t−1,t]) (0.057) (0.083) (0.057) (0.057) (0.083)

Info. Acq. [t−1, t] × |Expect. – Predict. Qual.| (t−1) −0.112 −0.111
(Infoi,x,[t−1,t] · |qb

i,x,t−1 − qp
i,x,t−1|) (0.076) (0.076)

|Expect. – Predict. Qual.| (t−1) 0.651∗∗∗ 0.652∗∗∗ 0.651∗∗∗ 0.643∗∗∗ 0.652∗∗∗

(|qb
i,x,t−1 − qp

i,x,t−1|) (0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.013)

Recommendation −0.011 0.056∗∗ −0.011
(r i,x,t−1) (0.011) (0.026) (0.011)

Rec. × Uncertainty (t−1) −0.113∗∗∗

(r i,x,t−1 ·σb
i,x,t−1) (0.040)

Uncertainty (t−1) 0.217∗∗∗

(σb
i,x,t−1) (0.039)

Consumer FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 8,847 8,847 8,847 8,847 8,847
R2 0.723 0.723 0.723 0.725 0.723

Table 18: Information Acquisition and Changes in Beliefs: Expected Quality; with Fixed E�ects

Clustered standard errors at the consumer level in parentheses. ∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Notes: This table examines if information acquisition explains change in consumers’ beliefs. Columns (1)-
(5) correspond to variations on speci�cations (5c)-(5d). Observations correspond to pairs of (consumer i,
good x) restrict to goods exposed to the consumer through belief elicitation and sampled as per step 3 in
Procedure 1 to control for good quality selection; we use the �rst belief elicitation of good x’s quality from
consumer i.
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D. Experimental Instructions and Interface Figures

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: MovieLens Interface
Notes: Panel (a) exhibits the MovieLens home page, where the “top picks” or recommended movies are always
at the top. Panel (b) shows the interface experienced when a user hovers over a movie.
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Figure 4: Movie Details Page
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We need YOU!

We are studying how to improve our recommendations and we would like to ask for your help.

We want to understand how our recommendations affect which movies you watch and how you feel about movies you haven't watched.

For the next few months when you log onto MovieLens we will ask you how you think you would rate movies you haven’t seen yet and how sure you are about this.
We will also ask you about movies you have seen recently.

The movies we ask you about have been randomly selected from the top 750 movies you haven’t seen yet, so we are not necessarily recommending you watch
them.

After completing the survey, you will be redirected to the main MovieLens interface where you will see your top picks and new releases as usual.

You will be able to exit the experiment at any time.

MovieLens is partnering with researchers from Columbia University and the University of Minnesota and you will be agreeing to taking part in an approved survey.

Yes, this sounds great! Ask me later. No, I'm not interested.

The University of Minnesota IRB reviewed this study and determined that it was exempt from further review. Participants who have questions or concerns can contact the U of M IRB at: irb@umn.edu.

Documentation: Approval and Consent. Contact Us

logged in as ----------------------------------------

MovieLens https://movielens.org/rec-val-consent

1 of 1 2021-05-03, 15:20

Figure 5: Consent Form
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Part 1

 Thanks for joining! Let us know if there are any new movies  you have watched seen since the last time  you were on MovieLens: 

input a movie name here

Go to Part 2 Not right now. Go to Movielens.

Contact Us Remove me from the survey study group?

logged in as ----------------------------------------

MovieLens https://movielens.org/rec-val

1 of 1 2021-05-03, 15:21

Figure 6: Tracking Movies Watched
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Figure 7: Belief Elicitation
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Figure 8: Information on the Sets of Elicited and Recommended Movies
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Figure 9: Opting Out
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